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DAY 5: 
Ranks - The Perks 

Hitting a new rank can be extremely exciting. It means Young Living has entered more homes 
than ever before. It means your business is reaching new heights. It means wellness is becoming 
a coveted and embraced concept for more and more people! 

There are many additional perks that come along with reaching the higher leadership ranks. It is 
important to know about each rank, what it entails and the blessings that can come from it, 
because it provides motivation to reach those goals that are absolutely attainable and available if 
you choose to work this business with full effort! Thanks to some amazing facts from my Royal 
Crown Diamond leader Alyssa Francis of Oily Families, we've got a detailed and more exciting 
understanding of other good things that come from ranking up.  

***DISTRIBUTOR*** 
Qualifications: 
-Place an order on your wholesale account. 
Perks: 
-If you spend a 50PV order per month, you're eligible for the Fast Start and Start Living bonuses 
ONLY, no commissions.  
-If you spend a 100 PV order per month, you're also eligible for full unilevel commissions on 
your levels 1 and 2.  
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***STAR*** 
Check average $50+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place a 100PV order per month, plus have 500 OGV.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all distributor perks, plus the Rising Star Team Bonus, and can earn full unilevel 
commissions down to your level 3. 

***SENIOR STAR*** 
Check average $50-$500+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place a 100PV order per month, plus have 2000 OGV.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all of the Star perks, plus full unilevel commissions down to your level 4. 

***EXECUTIVE*** 
Check average $300-$1500+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place a 100PV order per month, plus have 4,000+ OGV with 2 legs at 1,000+ OGV each.  
Perks: 
-If you reach Executive within 3 months of hitting Star for the first time, you get to participate in 
the Elite Express Program. 
-In the Elite Express Program, you’ll earn the Seed to Seal® collection, featuring an Aria™ 
Diffuser and 5-ml Peppermint, Idaho Blue Spruce, and Ylang Ylang essential oils, plus a Young 
Living-branded padfolio. Retail Value: $424 USD. 
-Eligible for all Senior Star perks, plus full unilevel commissions down to your level 5. 
-Access to Young Living's Executive Leadership Department (special phone number). 

***SILVER*** 
Check average $1,000-$5,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place 100PV order per month, and have 10,000+ OGV with 2 legs at 4,000+ OGV each, 
plus 1,000+ PGV outside of those 2 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Executive perks.  
-Silvers and above earn the personal Generation bonus, plus Generation 2 and 3 bonuses.  
-In the Elite Express program, if you hit Silver within 6 months of hitting and maintaining 
Executive, you'll receive an exclusive collection of thirty 15-ml bottles of essential oils, and a 
FitBit Charge HR. Retail Value: $1,650 USD. 
-If you maintain Silver for 3 months in a row within a qualification period, you get an all-
expenses paid trip to Silver Retreat. Locations may vary, but historically you're able to visit one 
of YL's farms during the retreat.  
-Special leadership phone line for Silvers and above to YL customer service.  
-Special lines and perks at Convention. 
-Access to your Diamond upline leader's private Silver Leadership Group on Facebook (if they 
have one). 
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***GOLD*** 
Check average $3,000-$20,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place a 100 PV order per month, plus have 35,000+ OGV with 3 legs at 6,000+ OGV 
each, plus 1,000+ PGV outside of those 3 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Silver perks, plus Generation 2, 3, and 4 bonuses. 
-In the Elite Express Program, if you hit Gold within six months of reaching and maintaining the 
rank of Silver, you'll get a Year’s supply of NingXia Red®; the Thieves® collection, including 
2-pack of Thieves Laundry Soap, 3-pack of Thieves Foaming Hand Soap, 2 32-oz. Thieves 
Foaming Hand Soap Refill, 2 64-oz. Thieves Household Cleaner, 2 15-ml Thieves essential oil 
blend, and a Gold iPad Mini. Retail Value: $1,835 USD. 
-Maintain Gold for 3 months in a row within a qualification period, and get an all-expenses paid 
trip to Gold Retreat. Locations vary each year.  
-Special "Gold Chat" online feature and "Gold Text" feature to YL customer service. 
-Special lines and perks at Convention. 

***PLATINUM*** 
Check average $10,000-$35,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place 100 PV order per month, with 100,000+ OGV and 4 legs at 8,000+ OGV, plus 
1,000+ PGV outside of those 4 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Gold perks, plus Generation 2, 3, 4 and 5 bonuses. 
-Hit Platinum for the first time after maintaining Gold for 5 months or less, in the Elite Express 
program, you’ll get a Premier Aroma collection, a diffuser collection, including AromaLux™, 
Dewdrop™, USB, Rainstone™, and Dino Land™ diffusers, plys YL branded luggage. Retail 
Value: $4,265 USD. 
-Maintain Platinum for 3 months within a qualification period, and get an all expenses paid trip 
to Platinum retreat. 
-Special "Platinum Chat" online feature and "Platinum Text" feature to YL customer service. 
-Special lines and recognition at YL Convention. 

***DIAMOND*** 
Check average $20,000-$50,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place 100 PV order per month, with 250,000+ OGV and 5 legs with 15,000+ OGV each, 
plus 1,000+ PGV outside of those 5 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Platinum perks, plus Generation 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 bonuses. 
-Maintain Diamond for 3 months in a row within a qualification period, and get an all-expenses 
paid trip to Diamond Retreat, including a guest, every year! (location varies each year).  
-Access to YL's Diamond Support Staff. 
-Photo on the lobby wall of Young Living's corporate headquarters in Lehi, UT. 
-Personalized gift for attending Convention, stage recognition, special seating, no lines and VIP 
Lounge at Convention. 
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-Access to YL Diamond Group on Facebook. 
-Possible speaking opportunities from YL. 

***CROWN DIAMOND*** 
Check average $50,000-$90,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place 100 PV order per month, with 750,000+ OGV and 6 legs with 20,000+ OGV each, 
plus 1,000+ PGV outside of those 6 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Diamond perks, plus Generation 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 bonuses. 

***ROYAL CROWN DIAMOND*** 
Check average $100,000+ per month 
Qualifications: 
-Must place 100 PV order per month, with 1.5 million+ OGV and 6 legs with 35,000+ OGV 
each, plus 1,000+ PGV outside of those 6 legs.  
Perks: 
-Eligible for all Crown Diamond perks, plus Generation 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

Learn more about these perks, definitions, and qualifications by using these links: 

1) https://static.youngliving.com/en-US/PDFS/comp_plan.pdf 

2) https://static.youngliving.com/en-US/PDFS/en-terms_definitions.pdf 

3) imdrivenforsuccess.com 

4) https://www.youngliving.com/en_US/opportunity/elite-express 

VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRgmC4fOdKE 

 
BIBLE VERSE OF THE DAY 

Ponder this verse below and ask yourself how this applies to today’s lesson and your Young 
Living journey. 

Nehemiah 2:20 
The God of heaven will give us success; therefore we, His servants, will arise and build. 
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